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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

A

ccuTemp® has a long

If it’s a unique or custom solution that you are looking for, then

history of providing award-

that’s right up our alley. We start by listening to the voice of the

winning, technology-based

customer, translate that requirement quickly into a product design

equipment solutions for the food

through our Rapid Product Development Process, produce that

service industry. For over 25 years,

custom product in our state of the art, world class manufacturing

our products have delivered the

facility and quickly and nimbly deliver a product to enhance your

highest quality, greatest reliability

operations and improve your bottom line.

and “Best in Class” Energy Efficiency

However, our focus on the customer certainly doesn’t end

of any products in the marketplace

there. Our expectation is to delight the customer with our Legendary

today. How do we top that for our

“Lifetime Service and Support Guarantee” that stays focused on you

next quarter century? Well, the “World’s Best” just got BETTER!

for the lifetime of your product.

Whether you are a school, healthcare facility, chain restaurant,

Discover how AccuTemp® can deliver an award winning solution

military operation or any other commercial foodservice operator,

for your operation. We are simply a phone call or click away and we

AccuTemp® has a foodservice equipment solution that will exceed

look forward to working with you soon.

your expectations.

Scott Swogger, CEO

1993
AccuTemp®
was founded by
creating the first
Steam’N’Hold™.

1999
Created the only
self-contained, steam
heated griddle, the
Accu-Steam™

2002
FCSI Distinguished
Development Award for
the Steam’N’Hold ™
Steamer

Electric Food
Service Council
Manufacturer
of the Year for
Electric
Accu-Steam™

2005

2016

2010
2008
Introduction of the first
boiler-free steamer the
Evolution™ Steamer

Gas Foodservice
Equipment Network
Product of the YearGas Evolution™
Steamer

2012
Addition of full line
of Edge™ Series Tilt
Skillets and Kettles

FSCI
Innovative
Product of the
YearAccu-Steam™
Griddle

2018
Launch of the Vision™
Touch Combi Oven
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VERSATILITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Take Control with the Steam ‘N’ Hold™ Steamer

I

n 1993 AccuTemp® introduced the Steam’N’Hold™ connectionless
steamer to the market. By incorporating a vacuum pump, which could
lower the pressure inside a specially reinforced steamer cavity, this
unit could boil water and generate steam at temperatures as low as
150° F. The result was foods traditionally steamed at 212° F could now
be prepared better and held for hours, without over-cooking or losing
quality. This lower temperature cooking provided better yields from meat
products, better color and nutrient retention from vegetables, and the
ability to re-therm temperature sensitive items at a lower temperature.
While this cooking control was a plus for many operators, the real
groundswell of interest came from the simplicity of this unique steamer
design. The Steam’N’Hold™ produces steam in the bottom of the cooking
compartment, with heating elements that never come into contact
with water. This means that it does not need a water or drain line, does
not require periodic deliming or descaling and does not need a water
treatment system.
The Steam N’ Hold™ established an entirely new category of steamers
now commonly known as a connectionless steamer. Today, the
connectionless steamer sub-category is recognized and used throughout
the industry, when easy access to water or drain lines is not available, or
when operators are frustrated with the headaches, cost and downtime of
boiler-based steamers. The ‘Fast Cook’ and patented ‘Thermostat’ modes
available with the Steam ‘N’ Hold™ offers you more versatility than any
other steamer on the market!

ENERGY STAR® compliant
Industry leading water eﬃciency
Industry leading energy savings
Fewer parts than competitors
Holding capability

Steam ‘N’ Hold™
x
x
x
x
x

No moving parts
Available in Gas/Propane
Available connected to water/drain line
Available powerplate
Digital controls
Low temperature vacuum steaming
6 pan or 12 pan capacity
3 pan capacity

x
x
x

Evolution™
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Models Available:
3-pan counter top
3-pan stand-mounted
6-pan counter top
6-pan stand-mounted
12-pan dual cavity, stand-mounted

x

ADVANTAGES OF THE
STEAM ’N’ HOLD™
»»
»»
»»
»»

No water or drain line required
ENERGY STAR® qualified
No de-liming or water filtration
Patented low temperature cooking

»» UL certified holding cabinet
»» EPA 202 Certified- No hood required*
LD’ S B E S
WO R
T

STEAM

’

Features

N’ HOLD

STEAM E R

*Pending authority having jurisdiction
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EFFICIENCY IS THE FUTURE
The Evolution™ Steamer Delivers Efficiency now

A

ccuTemp® started the no-hassle steamer revolution with
the Steam’N’Hold™ connectionless steamer, but refused to
stop there. When our customers asked for the convenience
of a connected, boilerless steamer that was equivalent to a boilerbased steamer, yet more efficient, AccuTemp® had the answer: the
Evolution™ boilerless connected steamer! The Evolution™ delivers
convenience with faster cook times, menu versatility, improved food
quality, and trouble-free operation.
The Evolution™ line of 6-pan steamers features an optional simpleto-connect water and drain line. Unlike other connected steamers, the
Evolution™ does not require water filtration of any type or have any
water quality exclusions in its warranty. The Evolution™ ’s boilerless
design includes a cast heater that is not exposed to water, thus no
deliming and expensive boiler blowdowns or repairs are necessary.
Looking for SPEED? The Evolution™ features our exclusive, patented
Steam Vector Technology (SVT), which creates a naturally forced
convection that uses no motors, pumps or fans to deliver the most
even pan-to-pan temperature, all without any moving parts!
Simple-to-operate digital controls means fewer parts overall, less
maintenance and less downtime. This steamer is designed specifically
for high volume kitchens that are tough on equipment.
The Evolution™ is the most water efficient connected steamer on
the market. Using only 4 to 8 gallons of water each day, the Evolution™
can save up to 200 gallons of water per day when compared to
standard connected steamers! Not only does this save on water and
utility costs, but also on sewage costs, since far less water will be going
down a drain.

Models Available:
6-pan counter top
6-pan stand-mounted
12-pan dual cavity, stand-mounted

ADVANTAGES OF THE EVOLUTION™
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Available in natural gas, propane, or electric
Connected or connectionless
ENERGY STAR® qualified
No water filtration or treatment required
Cook times equivalent to boiler-based steamers
No moving parts
UL certified holding cabinet

»» EPA 202 Certified- No hood required*
LD’ S B E S
WO R
T

EVOLUTION
BO

I LE

R - F R E E ST E A M

ER

*Pending authority having jurisdiction
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HOW MUCH OF YOUR PROFIT
IS GOING DOWN THE DRAIN?
Water Cost

$651

$365

$16

Sewage

$724

$405

$12

$3,909

$2,606

$1,694

De-liming Chemicals

$300

$300

NONE

Water Filters

$300

$250

NONE

$5,834

$3,926

$1,722

Electricity

Total Operating Cost

*All AccuTemp and some additional data available at fishnick.com and comparesteamer.com. Above figures are estimates and DO NOT include: steamer repairs, boiler repairs, labor, parts or
trip charges. Utility costs based upon cooking for 6 hours per day at full capacity for 362 days per year. National average utility costs of $.09 per kW electricand $.98 per therm of gas. Water at $.009 per gallon.

Over 5 years you would save an
additional $20,560 by switching to an
AccuTemp® steamer!
98.1

73.6

64

FEWER PARTS
THAN ANY OTHER STEAMER
ON THE MARKET
Fewer Parts, Fewer Problems! The Evolution™
Steamer uses steam vector technology with
no moving parts for convection cooking with
no headaches!

59.5

AccuTemp®
Evolution™ Steamer

57.6

53.7

53.1

45.7

Competitor’s
Steamer
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UNLEASH THE POWER

Crank up the heat with the Accu-Steam™ Griddle

T

he Accu-Steam™ Griddle boasts incredibly uniform surface
temperatures of ± 5°F due to its unique steam chamber
design. Typical griddles have surface temperature variations
of ± 25° to ± 45°F. Steam, by nature, is attracted to anything
colder than itself. When cold or frozen product is placed on the
griddle’s surface, the steam is attracted to that portion of the
griddle. This causes a near instant surface temperature recovery.
Meaning, operators can cover the entire griddle surface with
frozen product and turn product to the same spot on the griddle.
This leads to more output per foot of griddle, less running feet of
griddle required and often, less hood space and lower HVAC costs.
Uniform surface temperature produces very consistent results,
even with inexperienced cooks.
The Accu-Steam™ Griddle’s even surface temperatures aligned
with near instant recovery equals more consistent product and
decreased or stabilized ticket times during peak business periods.
If a burger takes 2 minutes per side to cook, it will still take 2
minutes per side to cook whether you are cooking quantities of 2
or 102. Regardless of load or product, your Accu-Steam™ will be
there for you when you need it the most.

ADVANTAGES OF THE ACCU-STEAM™
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Available in natural gas, propane, or electric
Easy to clean
Near instant recovery
Energy efficient
Even surface temperature
Space saving design

»» Edge-to-edge cooking capability
»» ENERGY STAR® qualified

LD’ S B E S
WO R
T

ACCU-STEAM
G RI D D LE
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

D

ue to the nature of steam, your cooks can literally place product
anywhere on the griddle’s surface without worrying about hitting
a hot spot or landing on a cold spot. There are no cold spots on
the Accu-Steam™ Griddle! Near instant recovery means no extended
cook times when a rush hits, thereby resulting in more table turns, a
higher quality product, more satisfied customers and employees, and
increased revenue daily for your business!
With the Accu-Steam™ Griddle’s stainless steel cooking surface, clean
up is a breeze. It can be cleaned in less than 5 minutes, saving time and
labor. Special brushes, grill bricks, screens, chemicals or powders are not
required to clean the Accu-Steam™ Griddle and you do not need to baby
the cooking surface as you would with a chromium finish griddle.

Models Available:
Water Cost
$651
$365
Drop-in 24”, 36” or 48” width
Countertop
24”, 36” $724
or 48” width, 24” or$405
30” depth
Sewage
Stand-mounted 24”, 36” or 48” width, 24” or 30” depth
Electricity

Introducing the Flexpro™ cooking system.
This easy to use system creates perfect
product every time and allows maximum
versatility and consistency. Smash burgers
in a fraction of the time!
$16

$12

$3,909

$2,606

$1,694

De-liming Chemicals

$300

$300

NONE

Water Filters

$300

Total Operating Cost

$5,834

POUNDS OF
HAMBURGER
PER HOUR

SMASH IT! GRILL IT!
STEAM IT! HOLD IT!
PRESS IT!

$250

NONE

$3,926

$1,722

*All AccuTemp and some additional data available at fishnick.com and comparesteamer.com. Above figures are estimates and DO NOT include: steamer repairs, boiler repairs, labor, parts or
trip charges. Utility costs based upon cooking for 6 hours per day at full capacity for 362 days per year. National average utility costs of $.09 per kW electricand $.98 per therm of gas. Water at $.009 per gallon.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Saves labor
Higher production
More consistent product
Higher product quality
Easy to clean (dishwasher safe)
Simple to operate

Chain Mail
Bun Press

98.1

Steam Cover

73.6

64

59.5
Chicken Press

57.6

53.7

Burger Smasher

53.1
Bacon Press

45.7

Third party testing available at www.fishnick.com
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YOUR VISION, OUR VISION,
ONE VISION.
Operation made easy with the Vision™ Touch
Combi Oven

T

he Vision™ Combi Oven brings recipe creativity and ease of
use to the kitchen. This powerful piece of cooking equipment
employs a high efficiency boilerless steam injection system. This
system creates perfect steam saturation, saving you both time and
money normally wasted on messy, high maintenance boiler-based
combi ovens. All models come standard with protective features
such as a two-step, antimicrobial safety handle, auto cool down, and
auto fan stop. The triple-pane, cool touch curved glass door keeps
the heat inside while helping to keep your staff burn free and your
kitchen environment comfortable. Other special design elements
include a patented flap valve for dehumidification, auto-reversing
fan for even pan-to-pan baking, and Active Humidity Control for
perfect cooking results every time.
The Vision™ Combi Oven has an easy to use, economical and
quick, automatic cleaning system that will take the hard work out of
cleaning your oven at the end of the day. It comes in a broad range
of sizes and is available with either the highly customizable, intuitive
touch screen or standard, simplistic controls. User friendly features
on the Vision™ Touch models include Easy Cooking, Multi-Tasking,
Favorites, and Golden Touch. USB ports come standard on both
models allowing you to upload your own recipes and photos as well
as download all HACCP data.

ADVANTAGES OF THE VISION™
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Easy to operate
Triple-pane, cool to touch, curved glass door
Boilerless steam injection system
Built to last #304 stainless steel
Automatic cleaning system
Patented flap valve design for dehumidification
Pre-heat and auto-cool down
Clean, easy access to service compartment
USB ports standard
Use it for proofing, canning,
dehydrating, and more!

LD’ S B E S
WO R
T

621 double
stacked shown

7

VISION
TO U C H

C O M B I OV E N
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COMBI MODELS

Choose the right combi oven size that fits your needs.

Model

623

611

Capacity (sheet pan)

5 half size
sheet pans

6 half size
sheet pans

Capacity (hotel pan)

5 (2/3“ deep)
GN pans

30 – 50

Capacity of meals

1011

2011

621

1221

2021

10 half size
sheet pans

20 half size
sheet pans

6 full size
sheet pans

12 full size
sheet pans

20 full size
sheet pans

6 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

10 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

20 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

12 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

24 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

40 (2½” deep)
full size hotel pans

51 – 150

151 – 250

400 – 600

100 – 300

400 – 600

600 – 900

VISION™ TOUCH FEATURES

ACCESSORIES:
A wide range of accessories are available to fit your kitchens’ needs.
Stands, wall mount kits, stacking kits, banquet racks, roll-in racks, grill
pans, pizza pans, fry baskets, and egg pans are all available.

Power source

Grill Pan

electricity

Fry Basket

electricity

electricity

electricity

electricity

»» 1000 cooking programs with
up to 20 steps
»» 7 speed auto-reversing fan
»» Multi-point cooking probe
electricity
electricity
that
also features Delta-T
and overnight cooking
programs
»» Hand shower

Egg Pan

VISION™ STANDARD FEATURES
»» 99 cooking programs with
up to 9 steps
»» 2 speed auto-reversing fan
»» Optional single-point probe
»» Optional hand shower
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EDGE™
SERIES
TILTPERFORMANCE
SKILLET
CUTTING
EDGE
Do it all with the Edge™ Series Tilt Skillets

T

he Edge™ Series Tilt Skillet is one of the most versatile pieces of
cooking equipent to have in the kitchen. From cooking soups
to browning and braising meats, pan frying fish or chicken, and
sautéing vegetables, the Edge™ Tilt Skillet provides endless cooking
possibilities. The line is extensive and extremely customizable to fit
any kitchens’ needs. Offering sizes such as 12 and 16 gallon electric
tabletop models and a 16 gallon gas-heated model we can find the
perfect solution for you. Our floor model skillets are even more
plentiful, with gas and electric models offered with 30 or 40 gallon
pan capacity, in a choice of: tri-leg manual tilt, space-saving modular
hand-crank and electric-tilt models, or full cabinet mounted models
with hydraulic tilt.
All floor model skillets come with a heavy duty spring-assisted
cover, a 4 inch diameter condensate vent and pouring lip strainer.
Edge™ Series Tilt Skillets are also available with a full complement
of time, energy and labor-saving options, and accessories including
faucets, tangent draw-offs, strainers, and more!

Accessories Include:
POPULARAvailable
ACCESSORIES:

ADVANTAGES OF THE EDGE™
single pantry
faucet

double pantry
faucet

»» Sealed, self lubricating worm and
trunnion gears – no scheduled
maintenance required
»» Available in electric,
natural gas, or propane
»» Available to be countertop, stand mounted,
or securely fastened to the floor
»» Optional type 316 stainless steel for high
acid cooking
»» Multiple sizes and capacities available
»» NSF certified

2” tangent
draw-off

Gallon
Capacity

NUMBER OF SERVING PER BATCH
2 oz.

4 oz.

6 oz.

8 oz.

10 oz. 12 oz. 14 oz.

16 oz.

12

614

307

204

153

122

102

87

76

16

819

409

272

204

163

136

116

102

30

1536

768

511

384

306

255

219

192

40

2048

1024

682

512

409

341

292

256

4 oz. servings is a rule of thumb for schools.
6 oz. servings is a rule of thumb for hospitals/nursing homes.
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GAIN AN EDGE IN
YOUR KITCHEN

Round out your kitchen with the Edge™ Series Kettles

T

he Edge™ Series Steam Kettle line is 100% self-contained,
and includes both gas and electric heated table top models,
with either pull handle or manual crank-tilt, in 6 to 20 gallon
capacities. Just like our Edge™ Series Tilt Skillet line, we have numerous
options to fit your kitchen’s specific needs. Our floor models are
available in both full and 2/3-jacketed configurations, with pedestal
or tri-leg mounted stationary models, in 20 to 100 gallon capacities.
We offer electric heated manual-tilt floor models with 20 to 100
gallon capacity and our gas heated models range from 20 to 60 gallon
capacity. We even have low-rim-height full-jacketed models.
All stationary floor model kettles come standard with large 2-inch
diameter tangent draw-off valves. Most 20 to 40 gallon models come
standard with 316 stainless steel liners; and spring assisted covers
come standard on larger 60 to 100 gallon stationary kettles. All Edge™
Series Kettles are available with a full complement of time, energy and
labor-saving options and accessories including faucets, spray hoses,
tangent draw-offs, lids, measuring strips, cleaning utensils, strainers,
perforated baskets, and more!

POPULAR ACCESSORIES:
Customize the Edge™ Series Kettle to make cooking (and
cleaning) easier. AccuTemp® offers single and double
pantry faucets, a kettle brush cleaning kit, and triple
perforated SS baskets.

kettle brush
cleaning kit

ADVANTAGES OF THE EDGE™
»» Sealed, self lubricating worm and
trunnion gears – no scheduled
maintenance required
»» Available in electric,
natural gas, or propane
»» Available to be countertop, stand mounted,
or securely fastened to the floor
»» Optional type 316 stainless steel for high
acid cooking
»» Multiple sizes and capacities available
»» NSF certified

triple perforated
SS baskets

Gallon
Capacity

NUMBER OF SERVINGS PER BATCH
2 oz.

4 oz.

6 oz.

8 oz.

10 oz. 12 oz. 14 oz. 16 oz.

6

307

153

102

76

61

51

43

38

10

512

256

170

128

102

85

73

64

12

614

307

204

153

122

102

87

76

20

1024

512

341

256

204

170

146

128

40

2048

1024

682

512

409

341

292

256

60

3072

1536

1024

768

614

512

438

384

80

4096

2048

1365

1024

819

682

585

512

100

5120

2560

1706

1280

1024

853

731

640

125

6400

3200

2133

1600

1280

1066

914

800

150

7680

3840

2560

1920

1536

1280

1097

960

4 oz. servings is a rule of thumb for schools.
6 oz. servings is a rule of thumb for hospitals/nursing homes.
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MEET THE ACCUTEMP® CORPORATE CHEFS
Corporate Chefs– John, Kenny, and Garrett– stand ready to answer
any and all questions you may have in reference to cooking with
your AccuTemp® equipment. They are dedicated to helping you
get the most out of your equipment. Check out our website at
www.accutemp.net to download your free recipe book today.

Feel free to drop them an email at chefs@accutemp.net or
give them a call with any questions!

L
IFETIME
SERVICE & SUPPORT
1-800-480-0415 | service@accutemp.net

Backed by the Industry’s ONLY
Lifetime Service & Support Guarantee
The Technical Service Staff at AccuTemp® is ready to meet your needs and provide
quick and knowledgeable answers to your questions seven days a week from 7am
to 7pm (EST). With Service Techs equipped with over 50 years of combined technical
service experience, our staff is prepared to answer questions and address any
concerns you might have with your AccuTemp® equipment.
For ease of use, we offer operational videos on our website to help you train your staff
and ensure that you get the most out of your AccuTemp® equipment. DVDs are also
available, to request a copy call us at (800) 210-5907.

(800) 210-5907 | ACCUTEMP.NET

